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Abstract 
The utility of energy sequencing for extracting an accurate matrix level interface profile using 
uleSIMS is reported. Normally incident O2
+
 over an energy range of 0.25 - 2.5 keV were used 
to probe the interface between Si0.73Ge0.27/Si which was also studied using HAADF-STEM. 
All the SIMS profiles were linearized by taking the well understood matrix effects on ion 
yield and erosion rate into account. A method based on simultaneous fitting of the SIMS 
profiles measured at different energies is presented which allows the intrinsic sample profile 
to be determined to sub-nanometre precision. Excellent agreement was found between the 
directly imaged HAADF-STEM interface and that derived from SIMS.  
Keywords: SIMS, Si/ Si1-xGex,  Ultra low energy depth profiling. 
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Introduction 
With the advancement of growth technologies such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD), 
atomic layer deposition (ALD), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), pulsed laser deposition 
(PLD) etc., devices are now routinely composed of many different layers. These layers may 
range from only a few atomic planes up to many microns, forming complex tailored 
heterostructures to meet a large and diverse range of technological applications. Device 
parameters are often controlled through direct modification of the electronic band structure 
through choice of crystal structure and material. Additional tailoring is, however, possible 
through varying the layer thickness, composition and dopant. Critical to the device 
functionality and its subsequent exploitation is the quality of the buried interfaces because 
these can influence the overall performance [1]. To meet the semiconductor technology 
roadmap [2], heterostructures have continually decreased in size with concomitant increases 
in their complexity. As we approach the resolution limit of certain characterisation 
techniques, obtaining an accurate picture of the sample structure is becoming extremely 
challenging.   
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is an essential characterisation technique that has 
been exploited by the semiconductor industry over several decades. SIMS offers numerous 
advantages over other characterisation techniques such as scanning and transmission electron 
microscopy (SEM/TEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD). It enables a quantitative and precise 
determination of the matrix and dopant concentrations as a function of depth to be 
obtained. Such functionality has meant that SIMS has become the technique of choice for 
concentration measurements across many academic and industrial sectors. Over the years 
there has been a significant amount of research and models developed to ensure that SIMS 
can quantify accurately layer thicknesses and the composition of doping layers (including 
δ-doping) in the latest quantum-well structures [3].  However, with the drive to further 
optimise device performance there is increasing emphasis on interfaces and SIMS metrology 
needs to be extended to facilitate accurate analysis of layered systems and their interfaces.  
Unfortunately, current SIMS analysis of interfaces is hampered by the probe-sample 
interaction which modifies the interface profile shape.  The depth resolution achievable in 
SIMS profiling is dependent on a number of factors including the flatness of the initial 
surface and the use of measurement conditions which do not introduce surface topography 
through ion-beam roughening. Even under the most favourable experimental conditions, there 
will still exist some atomic mixing induced by the interaction of the incident ions with the 
sample matrix [4].  The highest obtainable SIMS resolution, therefore, occurs as the primary 
beam energy, PE , tends towards zero, i.e. ultra-low energy SIMS (uleSIMS). However, there 
are physical limitations as to how low PE   can be reduced to and Clegg [5] proposed energy 
sequencing as a potential way of synthesizing the “zero energy” profile.  The method 
involves obtaining profiles from the same sample at several different beam energies and 
extrapolating the fitted profile to zero, thereby removing the ion beam energy induced 
structural modifications. Previous studies employing such an energy sequencing method have 
involved profiling buried layers within a single matrix material e.g. boron δ-layers in silicon 
[6] and Si or Al δ-layers in GaAs [7]. By concentrating on buried -layers, and not interfaces, 
these studies avoided any complications associated from the matrix [8, 9] and transient 
effects [10] as well as the need to develop suitable models to describe the spatial extent of an 
interface.   
In this paper, we extend the metrology of energy sequencing protocols and show how it can 
be applied to the technologically important 1-xSi/Si Gex  system to extract interface profiles 
using SIMS with sub-nanometer precision.  Through comparison of the interface profile 
determined from SIMS with that obtained using high angle annular dark field scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM), the SIMS metrology is benchmarked 
against a traceable measurement when combined with XRD. 
Experimental work 
A superficial 0.73 0.27Si Ge  layer of nominal 27 nm thickness was deposited onto a prepared Si 
(100) wafer using CVD.  The Ge composition and crystalline parameters were determined 
from high resolution XRD.  Prior to any SIMS measurements, the sample surface was 
cleaned in a dilute (5%) HF solution until its wetting properties indicated a hydrophobic 
surface.  This implied any particulate contamination, that would otherwise degrade the SIMS 
results, had been removed.  To prevent further surface contamination, all the SIMS profiles 
were carried out without breaking the ultra-high vacuum.  
The SIMS depth profiling was performed using an Atomika 4500 instrument, a primary O2
+
 
beam at near normal incidence with energies in the 0.25 - 2.5 keV range.  A scan area of 
220 × 220 µm was used with a linear gate size of 6.25% applied to the collected data.  This 
procedure was adopted for all the profiles such that data could be compared from the flat 
crater bottom region which measured only 13.8 × 13.8 µm and thereby avoided any edge 
effects which can be more pronounced at low beam energies.  Previous studies under these 
conditions showed profiling without any additional artefacts introduced through surface 
topological changes [11].  Optical conductivity enhancement (OCE) [12] in the form of red 
laser illumination (λ = 635 nm: power = 2.5 mW: spot size ~2 mm at the sample) was used to 
stabilize the sample surface bias as the material was intrinsic (i.e. highly resistive).  
Following depth profiling, all craters were measured using a calibrated Dektak 3030 stylus 
profilometer.  The depth of each crater was averaged three times across different lateral 
regions with the spread in measurement ≤ ±3 %.  
In order to demonstrate the degree of surface flatness, atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
measurements on the virgin and all crater surfaces were performed using a Veeco multimode 
AFM system with a Nanoscope 3A controller.  These measurements were made in contact 
mode over a 5 × 5 μm area using a scan rate of 1 Hz.  For the virgin sample surface and in 
each SIMS crater, three measurements from different regions were performed. In all cases the 
roughness values deduced from the repeat scans were within experimental uncertainty.  
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of the sample was carried out using a 
JEOL 2000FX microscope operating at 200 kV.  High Angle Annular Dark Field - Scanning 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) imaging of the 0.73 0.27Si Ge / Si  interface 
was done using a spherical aberration corrected JEOL 2100F microscope, also operating at 
200 kV.   
Results 
Microscopy 
Figure 1(a) shows the TEM cross section image of the virgin 0.73 0.27Si Ge / Si  layers.  The 
layer quality is excellent with a smooth interface without any evidence of misfit or threading 
dislocations. The sample surface also appears to show no significant roughness. AFM of a 
5 × 5 μm area of the sample surface is shown in figure 1(b). The scan appears almost 
featureless, in agreement with observed low roughness seen in the HRTEM. The surface 
roughness determined from the AFM is close to its resolution limit and was 0.10 ± 0.10 nm 
with few, if any, terraces associated with any miss-cut of the Si wafer (< 0.1°) being 
observed.    
HAADF-STEM imaging of the interface between the Si and 0.73 0.27Si Ge layers was used to 
obtain an interface profile with atomic resolution. HAADF-STEM imaging is highly sensitive 
to the atomic number Z of the scattering species and therefore offers a direct high resolution 
image of the atomic distribution [13].  HAADF-STEM images are also referred to as 
Z-contrast images [14] because the flux scattered onto the detector has been found to scale as 
1.7Z .  For a random Si1-xGex alloy compared to Si of the same thickness, the ratio of the 
scattered intensity scales by a factor G given by: 
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and SiI  are the measured intensities from the 1-x xSi Ge  and Si regions, and x the 
Ge fraction.  Figure 2(a) shows the HAADF-STEM image taken from the interface region 
where columns of highly ordered atoms are observed.  From this image the interface is 
estimated to span ~5 unit cells. The Ge concentration as a function of position was 
determined using eqn. (1) and within the bulk 1-x xSi Ge  layer found to be x ~ 0.27, in excellent 
agreement with XRD and independent SIMS analysis. The spatial variation of the 
composition across the interface is shown in figure 2(b). The high atomic resolution 
introduces fluctuations into the intensity profile as the atomic columns are aliased. This adds 
uncertainty to the line scan profile and to obtain a quantifiable fit to the profile the line scan 
was spatially averaged.  
Various analytic models exist with which to parameterise a given interface which can be 
symmetric or asymmetric depending on the chosen function. In this paper we have chosen to 
parameterise the interface using a profile function, 
SampleF , based on two exponentials: 
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 ensures the function is normalised and continuous at the cross-over 
position, 
0
z , when the interface is asymmetric, i.e. u ds s . The interface position is defined 
using the expectation value (centre-of-mass) whose position, z , is given by: 
  0 .  d uz z s s   (3) 
The advantage of this particular function is its relative simplicity and it can be used to 
describe a wide range of interface profiles, with us  and ds  defining the widths of the upper 
( us ) and lower ( ds ) parts of the interface. The function even approximates interfaces defined 
by the symmetric ( u ds s ) error function satisfactorily. More importantly, the experimental 
HAADF-STEM profile is well fitted to the proposed interface model (eqn. 2) as shown in 
figure 2(b) where we have fitted  1 sampleF  because of our layer order. The model is simply 
scaled by the Ge concentration well away from the interface. Due to the fluctuations 
introduced by the aliasing of the atomic columns in the HAADF-STEM image, the 
uncertainties in the fitted parameters are relatively large. We find 0z  to occur at a 
concentration of 0.18 0.03x    with 0.2 0.1nmus    and 0.6 0.3 nmds   . The position of 
the interface, z , occurs at a composition of 0.1x . 
SIMS 
The same sample was then subject to a detailed SIMS analysis. Post SIMS, all the resulting 
craters were analysed using AFM (not shown).  As for the virgin surface, the crater bottoms 
were found to be extremely flat and almost featureless. Table 1 summarises the RMS 
roughness obtained from the AFM. The similarity between craters of different PE  suggests 
that the probe-sample interaction for this energy range did not degrade the sample topography 
during the profiling [11].    
Due to the importance of 1-x xSi Ge in modern transistor technologies [15], this material system 
has been studied widely using SIMS.  Hence, the profile quantification was carried out using 
previously developed metrologies [3, 11] for both the Ge concentration and erosion rate ( z ): 
The mean Ge
+
 yield from the layer was converted to the concentration established from 
previous XRD analysis. As the measured Ge
+
 yield had previously been shown to vary 
proportionally with x over the limited concentration range of the sample i.e. 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3 [11, 
16] no further correction was needed.  Moreover, from the measured SIMS depth profiles 
there was no indication of any transient behaviour as we profile through the interface, unlike 
at the surface.  This is believed to be because at near normal incidence and once steady state 
profiling is reached, the amount of oxygen present is more than sufficient to fully oxidise 
both the Si and Ge present [17].  Given that the free energy of formation for SiO2 and GeO2 is 
825.9 kJ/mol and 491.3 kJ/mol, respectively [18], it is clear that Si will preferentially oxidise. 
Thus, if the oxygen level were too low for full oxidation to occur, metallic Ge will segregate 
out of the growing intermixed oxide layers.  For higher incidence angle (30-60°) analysis of 
SiGe this has been observed [19, 20] but we find no evidence for it in our experimental data.   
To convert the profile time (minutes) into a depth z (nm) a slightly more complicated 
approach was required.  Over this range of x, the erosion rate, z , is known to increase 
monotonically with x and is well described by the function [11]: 
  exp ,  xz U V W   (4) 
where x is the Ge concentration and U, V and W constants with values 0.77, 0.23 and 48.10 
respectively.  Having already established the Ge concentration from XRD, a point by point 
erosion rate correction (using equation 4) to rescale the linear time axis taking into account 
the erosion rate variation with matrix was used.  This results in a non-linear stretched time 
axis and this newly scaled time axis is then converted to depth using the measured crater 
depth value. This processes is illustrated in figure 3; figure 3(a) shows the raw SIMS profiles 
(i.e. Ge
+
 yield as a function of time) for each primary beam energy from which no evidence 
of any interface transient behaviour is observed.  Figure 3(b) shows the 500 eV depth profile 
only and following the concentration calibration step while Figure 3(c) shows the same 
profile after the time axis has be converted to depth.  
Any data obtained from a SIMS experiment will be a convolution of two functions; the first, 
 ,R E z , describes the energy dependent interaction of the ion beam with the sample 
(commonly referred to as the SIMS response function) whilst the second describes the 
intrinsic sample feature being probed, ( )SampleF z . If ( )SampleF z  is known, or can be 
approximated to a simple analytical function, as in the case of a -layer, then the response 
function for the given measurement conditions can be determined. Such an approach has been 
used in previous studies exploiting boron -layers in Si which have been used to determine a 
generic SIMS response function capturing the essential ion-sample interactions [21]. 
Conversely, if  ,R E z  was known precisely, then ( )SampleF z  could be obtained from a single 
SIMS profile by calculating explicitly the convolution  , ( )SampleR E z F z  for different 
models of the sample profile.  
However, in the more general case, and as described herein, both  ,R E z  and ( )SampleF z  are 
unknown: the response function depends on the exact matrix (sample) as well as the specific 
instrumental parameters used and the sample profile is what is to be determined. As  ,R E z
is energy dependent, the blurring of the sample features introduced by the ion beam 
interactions is significantly reduced at low energies. In the limit where P 0E  , the SIMS 
response function,  , zR E z   and the SIMS measures ( )SampleF z  directly. However 
achieving the PE  required to sufficiently minimise the atomic mixing and resolve the 
interface within a single SIMS measurement may well be beyond current technological 
limits. Hence new metrologies are required to extract ( )SampleF z and mitigate the effect of the 
ion-sample interactions. Below we describe a simplified method to model the energy 
dependent changes in  ,R E z  and allow ( )SampleF z  to be quantified. 
The approach adopted presumes a simplistic model to parameterise the SIMS response, 
 ,R E z , and assumes that the interface can be modelled using the analytical expression 
given in equation (2). The first step is to define a parameterisable SIMS response function. 
As a first approximation, and to help simplify the convolution, a double exponential function 
as given by:  
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was adopted where    P Pd uE E  . Here the pre-factor  is a renormalisation term 
ensuring that  , 1R E z


  and is related to the  / Pu d E  parameters through 
    1 P Pu dE E  
   . The /u d  parameters are not linked directly to any physical 
ion-sample interactions. Broadly, however,  Pd E  will be related to the depth of the ion 
induced distribution within the altered layer and the surface escape probability whilst
 Pu E  is related to the depth of any surface features including effects such as surface 
roughening due to ion bombardment and the effective escape depth [21].  It is expected that 
 Pu E is small and tends towards 0. This simple approximation, which captures the general 
features of a SIMS response function with depth, is, however, clearly not physical as it is 
cusped at 0z  , but it does allow an analytic expression for the convolution 
 , ( )SampleR E z F z  to be determined analytically.  
The convolution of  , ( )SampleR E z F z  was determined using a sum of multiple integrals due 
to the fact that the derivatives of  ,R E z  and  SampleF z  are not continuous. We reproduce 
the derivation below for completeness but the result of the convolution is given in equation 
(7).  
The integrals are performed over the dummy variable y: 
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Here 0z z z    with 0z  being the cross-over point of ( )sampleF z .  
The convolution of our simple SIMS response function (eqn. (5)) and the interface 
parameterised by eqn. (2) is found to be the relatively simple sum of two exponentials either 
side of the cross-over point, z ,  given by: 
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with the coefficients 
', ,A A B  and 'B  all being functions of , ,u d us   and ds  given by: 
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The centre of mass of the convolved function,  , is located at: 
  0 .        u u d dz A s B A s B   (10) 
From eqn. (7) it can be seen that any measured SIMS profile will depend on all the sample 
and SIMS parameters i.e. , s ,u d us  and d . Thus, it is not possible, from a single 
measurement, to separate us  and ds  from the energy dependant /u d  terms.  Nor is it possible 
to fit the individual SIMS profiles to some function and exploit energy sequencing to separate 
us  and ds  directly [22]. Therefore, further simplification and a slightly different approach is 
required.  
The fitting can further be facilitated by modelling the energy dependent response function 
terms /u d  as simple power laws of the form [20, 23, 24]: 
   // P / P .u d
n
u d u dE k E     (11) 
Again, there is no physical justification underpinning equation (11) with the variables /u dk  
and /u dn  simply parameterising the energy dependence of /u d  and assumes the energy 
behaviour is continuous and can be extrapolated to zero.  
However, to fully exploit eqn. (11) the data set of the SIMS profiles recorded for all the 
different energies now needs to be fitted simultaneously. The global input parameters for a 
simultaneous fitting approach include; the sample parameters / ,u ds  (with an arbitrary 
constraint being 0.01us   nm) and the four variables /u dk  and /u dn  which parameterize 
 /u d E  for each energy. These six parameters ( / ,u ds /u dk , and /u dn ) mean that a minimum of 
seven energy profiles are required to refine and determine error bars on the fit parameters.  
Additionally, fitting of the cross-over point, 0z , along with a further refinement on the Ge 
concentration well inside the SiGe region were also performed for each profile. Again, due to 
the layer ordering of our sample the SIMS data were fitted to 
      , 1 ( ) 1 , ( )Sample SampleR E z F z R E z F z      using a Marquardt-Levenberg 
minimisation of 
2 .  As the number of data points in each SIMS profile varied, the 
simultaneous fit minimised a global goodness-of-fit parameter which was the sum of the 
individual reduced 
2  from each profile [25]. This methodology ensured each profile was 
weighted equally in the global fit.  By using the experimental uncertainties on each data point 
which arise predominantly from Poisson counting statistics we are able to exploit the 
2  
probability distribution function in our analysis. Thus, the error bar quoted on each fitted 
variable is the 68% confidence interval [25].  
In the global simultaneous fit, each profile is fitted to equation (7). As the /u ds parameters are 
energy independent they are shared across all the energy profiles and are a shared, or global 
fit parameter. On the other hand, the 
/u d  parameters for each energy are necessarily 
different and calculated using equation (11) for each energy. 
/u d  are thus recalculated as the 
global variables /u dk  and /u dn  are refined during the fit. Figure 4 shows the 0.25 keV, 
0.5 keV, 1 keV and 2.5 keV SIMS profiles along with their respective fits.  As can be seen in 
the figure a good fit to each profile was obtained, with a similar quality of fit  2 1.8  
being found for the other PE  profiles (not shown).  The best-fit parameters from the fit to all 
the data are summarised in Table 2, but the sample parameters were found to be 
0.07 0.10 nmus    and 0.62 0.03 nmds    showing excellent agreement with the 
previously fitted HAADF-STEM data. The relatively noisy data for low ion energies does, 
however, limit the precision of us  with the goodness-of-fit error surface (figure 5) only 
showing a poorly defined minimum for this parameter. Conversely, the ds  parameter is much 
better defined, as evidenced by the deep and clear minimum in the error surface. 
Figure 6a shows the HAADF-STEM line scan and 
sampleF  determined independently from the 
fitting of the energy sequencing SIMS. The profiles are rescaled on the horizontal axis to 
z , but there is no rescaling on the vertical axes. The interface profile derived from the 
SIMS analysis is an excellent representation of the atomically resolved interface. The 
composition at  determined from the global SIMS fit was  0.108 5x  , again in excellent 
agreement with the HAADF-STEM data. Figure 6b shows the evolution of the measured 
SIMS profiles as a function of energy, again with the depth axis rescaled to z    (with   
determined from the fits) which then allows a direct comparison between the data. It is clear 
that the SIMS profiles taken above 1 keV are not in good agreement with the interface profile 
determined from HAADF-STEM, but as Ep is lowered, the agreement between the two 
techniques improves as the effect of the ion mixing is reduced. From eqn. (7) and Table 2 it is 
also clear that the broadening of the interface is dominated by the energy dependence of d  
which enters into each of the coefficients 
', ,A A B  and 'B . This causes both the upper and 
lower parts of the interface to be broadened and is, perhaps, not unsurprising because this is 
the term related to the ion induced distribution within the altered layer. Any SIMS 
measurement will, therefore, always be broadened (figure 7b). In the past, the degree of 
broadening has sometimes been used as a proxy for the “resolution” of the measurement but 
this approach is limited because it assumes the interface to be perfectly sharp, i.e. a Heaviside 
function, and often uses statistical tests which are only weakly related to realistic SIMS 
response functions [26]. The approach highlighted herein is able to overcome this 
“resolution” limitation and extracts robust values of 
/u d
s  and their uncertainties because the 
interdependency of the convolved sample parameters are refined with each energy change 
within the global fit.  Even by excluding the lowest energy (250 eV) from our simultaneous 
fit yields sample parameters of 0.01 0.16 nmus    and 0.65 0.03 nmds   , still in good 
agreement with the HAADF-STEM and consistent with the values determined from all the 
energies.  The parameter determination becomes inaccurate only when energies above 
400 eV are used in the global fit; limited in our case both by the number of profiles remaining 
and the lack of data from sufficiently low enough energies where the broadening is low.  
The approach we have adopted allows quantitative SIMS analysis of interfaces to be 
performed. Our choice of (a) interface model and (b) SIMS resolution function, are somewhat 
arbitrary and potentially overly-simplified. Different functions could be adopted to replace 
eqns. (2) and/or (5). Sample models based on symmetrical or asymmetrical error functions 
for example, would be an obvious choice if the interface profile was a result of solid state 
diffusion. Our choices, however, ensured that the convolution function was not overly 
complex and minimised the number of fit parameters and hence energy profiles required. 
Other, more physically realistic choices for eqns. (2) and (5) would result in more complex 
convolved functions.  Ultimately, the quality of the data, and the number of energy profiles 
required to meet the fitting criteria, are the limiting factors in differentiating between various 
models [25].  
Our fitting methodology does, however, enable the shape of a SiGe/Si interface to be 
determined using energy sequencing. Moreover, we have demonstrated that buried interfaces 
can be determined to sub-nanometre precision using ion beam energies readily available in 
modern SIMS instruments if the (energy dependent) matrix effect can be accounted for i.e. 
the profiles can be linearized. It is, perhaps, surprising that the same interface profile can be 
obtained from two techniques which analyse the sample over very different length scales 
(square microns for SIMS and a couple of nanometres for TEM). Rough surfaces with many 
terraces and pits may cause additional blurring in the SIMS profile. However, the SIMS 
linear gate size of only 6.25% means that ions are only collected from the central 
~13.8 × 13.8 µm of the crater region.  This area is of a similar order to that of the AFM 
measurements in which we did not observe significant surface features. However, AFM 
measures the native oxide which could potentially mask some surface topography, although 
the presence of a large number of atomic steps seems unlikely. Howsoever, some atomic 
steps are inevitable over a 200 m2 area, but as the incident beam is normal to the surface, 
and therefore parallel to the steps, their effect on the SIMS profile appears to be limited. For 
very rough surfaces, a more complicated metrology would need to be developed. However, 
the metrology approach developed and demonstrated herein extends the current capabilities 
of SIMS analyses allowing the spatial extent of interfaces in well-behaved materials to be 
determined accurately and with minimal sample preparation. The metrology is easily 
extended to other material systems and would be able to quantify interfaces sharper than that 
reported here. 
Conclusions 
uleSIMS using an O2
+
 primary beam and energy sequencing from 0.25 - 2.5 keV has been 
used to obtain a quantitative profile from a Si0.73Ge0.27/Si interface, with uncertainties on the 
profile shape in the sub-nanometre range. The simple approach adopted here uses the 
convolution of two parameterised functions chosen to ensure a wide range of interface 
profiles from well-behaved materials can be modelled. Given the interdependency between 
the intrinsic sample and energy dependent SIMS parameters, simultaneous fitting was applied 
to determine the sample parameters using a simplistic SIMS response function. The resulting 
interface parameters were found to be in excellent agreement with those determined 
independently from the HAADF-STEM data measured from the same sample. 
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Table 1.  RMS roughness analysis from AFM images of the sample surface and various SIMS 
beam energy craters.  
 
Analysis area RMS roughness 
(5 x 5) m (nm) 
Virgin surface 0.10 ± 0.1 
250 eV crater 0.08 ± 0.1 
500 eV crater 0.08 ± 0.1 
1.0 keV crater 0.08 ± 0.1 
1.5 keV crater 0.08 ± 0.1 
2.0 keV crater 0.08 ± 0.1 
2.5 keV crater 0.09 ± 0.1 
  
Table 2. Global best fit parameters from fitting all the measured SIMS profiles with energy 
in keV. 
 
Fit Parameters  
us   0.07 0.10 nm 
ds  0.62 0.03 nm 
uk  0.63 0.05 nm 
un  1.24 0.11  
dk  1.883 0.011 nm 
dn  0.720 0.009   
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) High resolution transmission electron microscopy image of the Si0.73Ge0.27 layer 
on Si. The (004) crystalline direction is normal to the surface. (b) a 5 × 5 μm AFM image of 
the virgin Si0.73Ge27 sample surface showing no discernible features. 
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 Figures 2.  Colour online: (a) HAADF-STEM image of the Si0.73Ge0.27/Si interface region 
showing the atomic columns, (b) Line scan across the interface showing the Ge 
concentration perpendicular to the interface as a function of position (nm). Fit to spatially 
averaged data obtained using eqn. (2). 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: (colour online). (a) All the as-measured SIMS depth profiles, (b) the 500 eV SIMS 
depth profile after concentration quantification using the previously found XRD value for the 
Ge concentration (x ~ 0.27) and (c) the same 500 eV SIMS depth profile after depth 
calibration using a point by point erosion rate correction and eqn. (4). 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Selection of SIMS profiles (points) and their fits (lines) based on eqn. (7) (a) 
250 eV, (b) 500 eV, (c) 1 keV and (d) 2.5 keV. Inserts in (b) and (c) show the same data but 
on a linear-linear scale demonstrating the quality of the fit over the entire concentration 
range. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  (colour online) Error surface showing the variation of the goodness-of-fit 
parameter as a function of ds  and us . For each set of /d us  values, all other fit parameters 
were minimised.  The solid point marks the best fit parameters with the goodness-of-fit, 
2 16.438  . The dashed lines show the 1 , 2  and 3  uncertainty contours which are 
unbounded for us  due to the constraint that 0.01us   applied in the fitting procedure. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  (colour online) (a) Comparison of the interface measured by HAADF-STEM and 
by simultaneous fitting of the SIMS profiles. The SIMS profile has not been scaled. (b) 
Comparison of the interface profile determined from HAADF-STEM and SIMS depth 
profiles at selected energies. The data has been rescaled such that the profiles overlie at the 
expectation point of the fitted functions allowing direct comparison between the data sets.  
 
 
 
 
 
